What should I pay attention to
when converting a project
created with WebSite X5 2019.3?
With version 2020.1, we have added new functions for the E-commerce, including a Search
page for the Products of your store and the optimization of the checkout process. We have
also modified the program UI to better divide the content creation phase and the definition
of the graphic settings for both blog and online store. Moreover, we have modified the
password reset procedure for the registered users and introduced 10 new templates in our
Gallery of preset models.
This is a brief description of the main improvements introduced. A more complete list is
available on the N
 ew Features page of our website. However, you should pay particular
attention to the following elements only when converting your projects for the new version:

[01]_Members’ Area
Up until version 2019.3, when new Users registered to the website, they were automatically
added in the Automatic Registration Group: it was then possible to move them to another
Group, so to manage their login credentials and the locked pages they could have access to.
With this operation, the Users were automatically removed from the A
 utomatic Registration
Group.
On the other hand, with version 2020.1, Users registering with the automatic process won’t
be removed from the A
 utomatic Registration Group anymore: when moving them to other
Groups, new Aliases will be generated instead.
When updating the project, you will then find automatically registered Users in both the
Automatic Registration Group and their respective Aliases in the other Groups they’ve been
assigned to.

It’s easy. D
 o it yourself.

[02]_“Add to Cart” link
A new Product Search page has been introduced for version 2020.1. In order to make this
page available for the Customers, you can use the Search Product action we’ve added in the
Link window.
With this link to the Search Page, you can also decide to link a specific product category only.
We have therefore removed the option to choose a category for the A
 dd to Cart link option,
which, and in the Pro edition only, is substituted with an accordingly set S
 earch Product link.

[03]_PHP compatibility
Version 2020.1 requires at least PHP 7.1: please contact your provider to make sure that your
server is updated and that this PHP version is supported. Don’t forget the PHP versions
previous to 7.1 were discontinued quite some time ago.

It’s easy. D
 o it yourself.

